
being a native speaker of this language. Even this criticism must 
be moderated however, in light of the fact that in the 
English-speaking world it is precisely our poor knowledge, until 
now, of this major figure of the fifteenth century that makes this 
fine piece of scholarship so welcome. 

Peter Burnell 
University of Saskatchewan 

Paul Varnai, ed., Hungarian Short Stories (Toronto: Exile 
Editions, 1983). 

The volume under review is a collection of fifteen short stories 
written by contemporary authors. When a new collection appears 
there are at least two questions that come to mind: 1. Is it a broad 
enough sampling of the literature the editor meant to introduce? 
2. How does it compare to similar publications preceding it? 

It should be stated right away that the volume falls short 
regarding selection. There should have been at least fifteen 
authors assembled, instead of thirteen, and each should have 
been represented by one short story only. Also, absent are such 
writers as Fust, Tersanszky, Veres, Szabo, Sarkadi, Fejes, Czako, 
Bertha, Esterhazy, Ordogh, Vamos—just to mention a few. 
There are no women writers included—Jokai, Szabo, Gergely, 
and a number of others, would have offered ample choice. 

Dobai's opening piece is rather poorly conceived, introducing a 
filmscript style. Its shortcomings are amplified by a shaky 
translation. Meszoly's Report on Five Mice is, in turn, a very 
powerful story. Man's historical cruelty toward his fellowman has 
made us so callous that tragedies must be transferred to the world 
of animals and insects; f rom this new vantage point our feelings 
of pity and compassion may be elicited. Killing is made easier 
when distance is created between the murderer and his victim 
and especially when life is reduced to numbers. Killing a family 
of mice becomes a mathematical and not a moral problem when 
their fate is reconsidered in a geometrical progression. We have 
to read about mice in order to relive the horrors of Auschwitz. 
This kind of modern allegory was earlier used by Orkeny in his 
Honeymoon on Flypaper. His Requiem — also performed on stage 
as part of In Memoriam O. I. — is included in this volume. The 
story is a perfect example of Orkeny's preoccupation with 
memories, and our facing the past which seems invariably more 
important than the present. A contemporary echo of The Return 
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of Martin Guerre, Orkeny's story, too, treats the horrors of war, 
prison and violence. 

Dery, the doyen of Hungarian letters, chose children to portray 
man's cruelty toward the weaker, the unprotected. His tale is a 
softer variant of Csath's Little Emma, a story which the American 
reader recently found on the pages of the New York Review of 
Books. The bully —no matter when and where —always finds 
accomplices, and the victim ultimately becomes the role that has 
been forced upon him. By the end of this story liberation arrives 
from the outside Gust like in the Lord of the Flies) but the little 
fellow who had been locked in a cage is described as, "the sobbing 
ape...sitting in the dust." 

Karinthy is represented by two stories, a questionable decision 
because they are of the same type and because one —translated by 
the same person —already appeared in Alvarez' edition of 
Hungarian Short Stories in 1967. In addition, both could have 
been written in the 1930s, and by a "bourgeois-commercial" 
writer, to boot. 

Moldova's The Sixth Book of Moses, an amusing pastiche, 
written in an easy journalistic style, and well translated by the 
Morrys, will have a predictable appeal to the general readership 
since it could have appeared in any popular magazine. 

Csurka's piece, Happening is an honest story, slightly 
old-fashioned, because detailed naturalism is no longer trendy in 
Western literature, unless it deals with violence. Possibly 
therefore, this aspect becomes the story's most fetching quality. 
His characterization is, however, somewhat clumsy. A good 
writer would not state about his hero that he was "a 
well-educated cynic." The reader should reach such a conclusion 
on his own. 

More effective is Santha's There Were Too Many of Us, owing 
to the surface-neutrality of narration, enhanced by the author's 
use of the first person singular. The story, which has also been 
made into a striking film in the 1970s, has its Japanese 
counterpart, Snow-Land, by Kawabata, demonstrating that 
poverty knows no country. 

Kolozsvari Grandpierre appears with two stories: Conditioned 
Reflex, a plight for old-fashioned womanly virtues (the author 
cannot muster any irony when it comes to his male character), 
and The Swing Door, with its pseudo-modern, purple prose plot. 
Kamondy's rather weak, The Student and the Woman — which 
has been translated before —goes back to the same prototype of 



feather-weight literature, appreciated mostly by middle-class 
housewives in prewar Europe. 

G. Kardos' You Must Like Theophile Gautier reaches back to 
the years immediately following the war. At this particular 
juncture in life the question of how to distinguish the superficial 
f rom the essential appeared especially burning. With subtle irony 
the author shows how hard it is to identify the difference. Aston, 
who also translated Konrad's Case Worker into English, did an 
excellent job. His and Tezla's translation are the best in the 
volume. 

None of the stories bear dates. This is a real shortcoming. In a 
country like Hungary, dates have a great significance. Between 
1945 and the present, Hungary was transformed f rom a 
short-lived parliamentary democracy into a socialist republic, 
passing through such periods as forced nationalization and 
collectivization, Stalinization and Thaw, a heroic revolution and 
its bloody aftermath, followed by years of careful compromise, 
practised by both the government and the population. 
Therefore, depending on the date, the writing of a particular 
story could have demanded a great deal of courage, or none 
whatever. 

After Hungarian Short Stories (Budapest, 1962), 44 
Hungarian Short Stories (Budapest, 1979), Hungarian Short 
Stories (London, 1967) not to speak of Landmark (Budapest, 
1965), the even earlier Flashes in the Night (New York, 1958), 
and the most recent Ocean at the Window (Minneapolis, 1980), 
to mention the best known collections only, this volume is not a 
significant contribution to a better understanding of modern 
Hungarian prose. The introduction of Kattan is full of truisms 
and generalizations, and the stories are of mixed quality, indeed. 
An inordinate number of them have their plots focusing on the 
housing shortage, whereas true love and trust seem to be absent 
from recent Hungarian topics. The notes on the contributors are 
sloppy (there is no information regarding the translators), and 
even the alphabetization is wrong. Works of import are missing 
from the bibliographies: for example, Karinthy's last publication 
is from 1976. 

This volume is obviously the result of a noble effort but not all 
noble efforts are worthwhile. 

| Marianna D. Birnbaum 
University of California - Los Angeles 




